
Overview of document

– Northern Powergrid held a stakeholder briefing on the 15th of November in regards
to Emergency Power Cuts.

– The slide deck presented in the session follows in this document.

– The recording from the session including presentation and Q&A can be found here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/RuLZjKZ0V4SJyLdJKlv_ZGlK1iylZzwLIqhm2QP23co0RgP7wJRfQ
-KsCysTrUwp.u5FOFa4QkFy_5QJ2?startTime=1671096913000
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Today’s objectives

• There has been widespread media  
reports talking about the risk over the  
winter of Emergency Power Cuts (known  
in the industry as rota load  
disconnection).

• We want to share information to help you  
understand what they are, why they  
would be used and what you would need  
to know to be prepared if they were ever  
to happen.
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What is an emergency power cut?

• Emergency power cuts would mean the DNOs,  
like Northern Powergrid, switching power off to at  
least 5% of UK households at once in order to  
respond to a shortage of energy.

• They are instructed by National Grid ESO, the  
organisation responsible for balancing the amount  
of electricity generated with the amount customers  
are expected to use.

• Emergency power cuts would be used as a last  
resort strategy if there was a major national  
energy shortage that could not be dealt with by a  
range of other measures.

• For decades the industry, including Northern  
Powergrid, has tested each year procedures to  
safely carry out Emergency Power Cuts, in the  
unlikely situation that they’re ever needed.
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How likely is it emergency power cuts will be  
triggered this Winter?

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine means that overall, this is  
likely to be a challenging winter for energy supply  
throughout Europe. However, emergency power cuts are 
unlikely this winter.

• National Grid ESO undertakes a ‘winter outlook’ every  
year which helps to inform the electricity industry and  
prepare for the winter ahead.

• National Grid ESO take several other steps to protect  
supplies and avoid disruption in advance of any  
emergency power cuts. These can include:

• Encouraging additional generation

• Asking heavy industrial users to limit their demand  
during peak periods

• Asking or paying customers to change how and  
when they use appliances like washing machines,  
tumble dryers and dishwashers

• Reducing voltage across the country by a small  
percentage which is not noticeable
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How will an emergency power cut work in practice?

• Emergency power cuts do not mean the whole country is without
power at once.

• Where possible, National Grid ESO plans to implement a national  
timetable of power cuts to fairly share power across the country.

• This means that different groups of customers will be without power  
for at least three hours, once or twice a day, typically.

• More than one million people across the UK - almost 5% of  
households - will be without power at once in a planned Emergency  
Power Cut.

• If a timetable is implemented, National Grid ESO and UK  
Government plans to hold a press conference and use social media  
to let people know a few days before emergency power cuts are  
needed.

• A timetable helps to share the electricity available, ensure  
everyone has power for most of the day and reduces disruption  
as much as possible while the industry works to safely resolve  
the situation.

• Please remember we are talking about Emergency Power cuts today  
that you are notified of in advance, however other emergency  
disconnections are possible as per normal operations.
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How will I know when my property will be affected?

• The national timetable for any emergency power cut would be  
available via https//www.powercut105.com

• For many years the power network in Great Britain has been  
sectioned into alphabetical blocks.

• Your block letter appears on your electricity bill. You can also  
get it by visiting https//www.powercut105.com and entering  
your postcode.

• A day ahead of any emergency power cut you will also be able to
access your block letter my calling the national power cut number
105.

• The timetable will tell you when you will definitely be without  
power, and when there is a risk, you may be without power,  
based on your block letter. These timetables are fixed.

• Emergency power cuts are most likely to happen between 4pm  
and 7pm when there is the highest demand for electricity.

• As with any power cut, your appliances, electrically powered  

medical equipment, lights, gas boilers, heat pumps, broadband,  

and home phones will not work. Due to the number of customers  

impacted across Great Britain, mobile phone service will also be  

extremely limited and may drop out entirely.
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Each block is spread across the region…

8 NB. This map is an indicative illustration only.



Will anywhere be protected from emergency power  
cuts?

• A very limited number of sites are protected from emergency

power cuts, these feature on the Protected Sites List.

• These are typically locations which are deemed to be critical  

national infrastructure, such as air traffic control centres and  

major hospital facilities with accident and emergency  

departments.

• Vulnerable customers will go off supply alongside other  

customers, including those medically dependent on electricity.

• We recommend all vulnerable customers are signed up to our  

Priority Services. This means we know about customers’  

medical or personal needs and can ensure partners like local  

authorities and emergency services know where the most  

vulnerable members of communities are located.

• All customers should make preparations in case of an

emergency power cut.
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In summary…

• Emergency power cuts are unlikely this winter. However, it is  
important for you and any customers you represent are  
prepared.

• Make a note of your block letter.

• Make a note of the national power cut website
https//www.powercut105.com

• Encourage customers in vulnerable circumstances to become  
Priority Services Members.

• Ensure there is a back up plan for any electrically dependent
medically equipment.

• Visit www.northernpowergrid.com/be-prepared for more advice  
on how to prepare for a power cut.

• Visit www.northernpowergrid.com/emergencypowercuts to
read more.

• Consider how you can cascade this information in your own  
network.
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Questions
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